A key property underlying the success of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) is their global search behavior, which allows the algorithms to "jump" from a current state to other parts of the search space, thereby avoiding to get stuck in local optima. This property is obtained through a random choice of the radius at which offspring are sampled from previously evaluated solutions. It is well known that, thanks to this global search behavior, the probability that an EA using standard bit mutation finds a global optimum of an arbitrary function f : {0, 1} n → R tends to one as the number of function evaluations grows. This advantage over heuristics using a fixed search radius, however, comes at the cost of using non-optimal step sizes also in those regimes in which the optimal rate is stable for a long time. This downside results in significant performance losses for many standard benchmark problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the most successfully applied iterative optimization heuristics are local search variants and evolutionary algorithms (EAs). While the former sample at a fixed radius around previously evaluated solutions, most evolutionary algorithms classify as global search algorithms which can escape local optima by creating offspring at larger distances. In the context of optimizing pseudo-Boolean functions f : {0, 1} n → R, for example, the most commonly found variation operator in EAs is standard bit mutation. Standard bit mutation creates a new solution y by flipping each bit of the parent individual x ∈ {0, 1} n with some probability 0 < p < 1, independently for This work was supported by the Chinese scholarship council (CSC No. 201706310143), the Paris Ile-de-France Region, COST Action CA15140, and by a public grant as part of the Investissement d'avenir project, reference ANR-11-LABX-0056-LMH, LabEx LMH, in a joint call with Gaspard Monge Program for optimization, operations research and their interactions with data sciences. each position. The probability to sample a specific offspring y at distance 0 ≤ d ≤ n from x thus equals p H(x,y) (1−p) H(x,y) , where H(x, y) = |{1 ≤ i ≤ n | x i = y i }| denotes the Hamming distance of x and y. This probability is strictly positive for all y, thus showing that the probability that an EA using standard bit mutation will have sampled a global optimum of f converges to one as the number of iterations increases. In contrast to pure random search, however, the distance at which the offspring y is sampled follows a binomial distribution, Bin(n, p), and is thus concentrated around its mean np.
The ability to escape local optima comes at the price of frequent uses of non-optimal search radii even in those regimes in which the latter are stable for a long time. The incapability of standard bit mutation to adjust to such situations results in important performance losses on almost all classical benchmark functions, which often exhibit large parts of the optimization process in which flipping a certain number of bits is required. A convenient way to control the degree of randomness in the choice of the search radius would therefore be highly desirable.
In this work we introduce such an interpolation. It allows to calibrate between deterministic and pure random search, while encompassing standard bit mutation as one specification. More precisely, we investigate normalized standard bit mutation, in which the mutation strength (i.e., the search radius) is sampled from a normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ). By choosing σ = 0 one obtains a deterministic choice, and the "degree of randomness" increases with increasing σ. By the central limit theorem, we recover a distribution that is very similar to that of standard bit mutation by setting µ = np and σ 2 = np(1 − p).
Apart from conceptual advantages, normalized standard bit mutation offers the advantage of separating the variance from the mean, which makes it easy to control both parameters independently during the optimization process. While multidimensional parameter control for discrete EAs is still in its infancy, cf. comments in [1] , [2] , we demonstrate in this work a simple, yet efficient way to control mean and variance of normalized standard bit mutation. As test case to investigate the benefits of normalized standard bit mutation we have chosen the 2-rate (1 + λ) EA r/2,2r from [3] . The choice of this reference algorithm is based on our previous work [4] in which we observed, via a detailed fixed-target analysis of several (1 + λ) EAs, that for the two benchmark problems ONEMAX and LEADINGONES this algorithm performs significantly better than the plain (1 + λ) EA for a large range of initial target values. For both functions flipping one bit is optimal for a large fraction of the optimization process, cf. Fig. 2 . In these regimes the 2-rate (1 + λ) EA r/2,2r drastically loses performance due to sampling half the offspring with a mutation rate that is four times as large as the optimal one. Controlling the variance of this distribution seems therefore promising.
On the way towards a (1 + λ) EA r/2,2r variant with selfadjusting choice of mean and variance we discover that already replacing the 2-rate sampling strategy of this algorithm by a normalized choice of the mutation strength significantly improves its performance. Controlling the variance then yields additional performance gains on the tested ONEMAX instances (we consider problem dimensions up to 10 000). On LEADINGONES, the variance control improves performance for small values of λ. Unlike one might first expect, for this test function the average optimization time (i.e., number of search points evaluated until an optimal solution is evaluated for the first time) of the (1+50) variants of the (1+λ) EA r/2,2r is better than that of their (1 + 2) counterparts, which is an observation of independent interest.
A. Related Work
We are not aware of any other work replacing the binomial search radius distribution of standard bit mutation by a normal distribution. We are also not aware of any work directly controlling the variance of the mutation strength distribution. As mentioned above, controlling more than one parameter simultaneously is a largely ignored question in discrete evolutionary computation (EC).
A recently developed algorithm that also addresses the idea to sample the search radius from a different distribution than the binomial one is the fast-GA introduced in [5] . It samples the mutation strength from a power-law distribution, thus essentially shifting probability mass from small mutation strengths to larger ones. It is shown in [5] that the fast-GA is very efficient on so-called JUMP m functions, which require to flip m bits simultaneously to jump from a local to the global optimum. It is furthermore discussed in [5] that the advantages of the fast-GA do not sacrifice too drastically the performance on uni-modal benchmark functions such as ONEMAX and LEADINGONES. This work has already received considerable attention in the literature [6] - [10] . However, only static distributions are considered so far, and it is very likely that a control mechanism similar to the ones proposed in this work would be beneficial. We will comment on this in Section VI.
As reasoned above, normalized standard bit mutation offers an elegant way to interpolate between deterministic mutation strengths and regular standard bit mutation, thus showing that Randomized Local Search (RLS) variants with their deterministic search radii and the (1+1) EA with mutation rate p are essentially just different instantiations of the same meta-algorithm. Similar results also extend to populationbased (µ+λ) EAs. Note that normalized standard bit mutation also allows other degrees of randomization, thereby offering a wide range for further experimentation. In this context we note that for the special case of standard RLS (i.e., the greedy (1+1) hill climber that flips in each iteration exactly one uniformly chosen bit) a similar meta-model allowing to interpolate between the (1+1) EA and RLS is the (1+1) EA >0 introduced in [11] , [12] . This model, however, is much less flexible, and does not allow, for example, deterministic search radii greater than one.
B. Experimental Setup
Unless stated otherwise, all numbers reported in this work are based on 100 independent runs of the respective algorithms. To ease readability, we only display average values. All raw data as well as detailed summaries with quantiles, standard deviations, etc. are available at https://github.com/ FurongYe/Fixed-Target-Results. Selected statistical results can be found in Tables I and II , respectively. These summaries have been created with IOHprofiler, our recently announced benchmarking and data analysis tool [13] .
II. PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS FOR THE TWO-RATE
(1 + λ) EA AND THE TWO BENCHMARK PROBLEMS A starting point of our work are results presented in [4] . In this work we observed that the evolutionary algorithm with success-based self-adjusting mutation rate proposed in [3] outperforms the (1 + λ) EA for a large range of sub-optimal targets. It then drastically loses performance in the later parts of the optimization process, which results in an overall poor optimization time on ONEMAX and LEADINGONES functions of moderate problem dimensions n ≤ 10 000. For these dimensions, the asymptotic advantage of the success-based algorithm over the (1+λ) EA on ONEMAX, which was proven to hold in [3] , can therefore not be observed.
We briefly summarize in this section the algorithm from [3] and the results presented in [4] . We also discuss a few basic properties of the two benchmark problems, which explain the choices made in subsequent sections.
A. The Two-Rate EA
The algorithm introduced in [3] , which we named (1 + λ) EA r/2,2r in [4] , is a (1 + λ) EA which applies in each iteration two different mutation rates. Half of the offspring population is generated with mutation rate r/(2n), the other half with mutation rate 2r/n. The parameter r is the current best mutation strength, which is updated after each iteration, with a bias towards the rate by which the best of the λ offspring has been sampled, cf. Algorithm 1 for details.
Note that here and in the following we make use of the fact that standard bit mutation, which is traditionally defined by flipping each bit in a length-n bit string with some probability p (independently of all other decisions), can be equivalently described by first sampling a radius from the binomial distribution Bin(n, p) and then applying the flip operator, which flips pairwise different bits that are chosen from the index set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} uniformly at random. Algorithm 1: The 2-rate (1+λ) EA r/2,2r with adaptive mutation rates proposed in [3] 1 Initialization: Sample x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random and evaluate f (x); 2 Initialize r ← r init ; // Following [3] we use r init = 2; 3 Optimization: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
, and evaluate f (y (i) );
, and evaluate f (y (i) ); 8 x * ← arg max{f (y (1) ), . . . , f (y (λ) )} (ties broken u.a.r.);
10 if x * has been created with mutation rate r/2 then s ← 3/4 else s ← 1/4;
11
Sample q ∈ [0, 1] u.a.r.; 12 if q ≤ s then r ← max{r/2, 2} else r ← min{2r, n/4};
Following the discussions and the notation introduced in [4], [12] , [14] we enforce in this work that all offspring differ from their parents by at least one bit. We therefore require in lines 4 and 6 that the mutation strength is at least one. This is achieved by re-sampling if needed, or, equivalently, by sampling from the conditional binomial distribution Bin >0 (n, p) which assigns to each value k ∈ [n] a probability of
In [4] we compared the fixed-target performance of the (1+ 50) EA >0 (i.e., the (1 + λ) EA using the conditional sampling rule introduced above) and the (1+50) EA r/2,2r on ONEMAX and LEADINGONES. These two classic optimization problems ask to maximize the functions {0,
.n] | ∀j ≤ i : x j = 1}, respectively. In Fig. 1 we report similar empirical results for n = 10 000 (ONEMAX) and n = 2 000 (LEADINGONES) (the other results in the two figures will be addressed below). We observed in [4] that for both functions the (1 + 50) EA r/2,2r from [3] performs well for small target values, but drastically loses performance in the later stages of the optimization process.
B. Properties of the Benchmark Problems
Both ONEMAX and LEADINGONES have a long period during the optimization run in which flipping one bit is optimal.
For ONEMAX flipping one bit is widely assumed to be optimal as soon as OM(x) ≥ 2n/3. Quite interestingly, however, this conjecture has not not been rigorously proven to date. Numerical evaluations confirm the statement for problem dimensions up to 10 000 [15] . In terms of rigorous mathematical results, the statement could even not even been yet for the drift-maximizing algorithm, but only for an approximation of it, see [16] for a detailed discussion. In the same work [16] it is shown that the drift-maximizing mutation strengths are almost optimal, in the sense that the overall expected optimization time of the elitist (1+1) algorithm using these rates in each step cannot be worse than the best-possible unary unbiased algorithm for ONEMAX by more than an additive o(n) lower order term.
For LEADINGONES, on the other hand, it is well known that flipping one bit is optimal as soon as LO(x) ≥ n/2 [17] . The optimal number of bits to flip is also known precisely for the whole optimization process [14] , [17] . An upper bound for the expected running time of the algorithm choosing at each step the better of the one bit-flip and two bit-flip operator is provided in [18] .
We display in Fig. 2 , which is adjusted from [19] , the optimal and drift-maximizing mutation strength for LEADING-ONES and ONEMAX, respectively. We also display in the same figure the expected time needed by RLS opt and RLS drift , Fig. 2 . Drift maximizing (k drift (i)) and optimal (kopt(i)) mutation strengths at a random solution x of fitness OM(x) = i and LO(x) = i for the 1000dimensional ONEMAX and LEADINGONES functions, respectively, and the expected time E[T (A, i)] needed by three different algorithms A to find a solution of fitness at least i. Note the logarithmic scale for k drift for ONEMAX. For ONEMAX, RLS spends around 94% of the total optimization time in the regime in which k drift = 1, for LEADINGONES this fraction is still 50%. For the drift-maximizing/optimal RLS-variants which flip in each iteration k drift and kopt bits, respectively, these fractions are around 96% for ONEMAX and 64% for LEADINGONES. the elitist (1+1) algorithm using in each step these mutation rates. We see that these algorithms spend around 96% (for ONEMAX) and 64% (for LEADINGONES), respectively, of their time in the regime where flipping one bit is (almost) optimal. These numbers are based on an exact computation for LEADINGONES and on an empirical evaluation of 500 independent runs for ONEMAX.
C. Implications for the (1 + 50) EA r/ 2,2r Assume that in the regime of optimal one-bit flips the (1 + 50) EA r/2,2r has correctly identified that flipping one bit is optimal. It will hence use the smallest possible value for r, which is 2. In this case, half the offspring are sampled with (the for this algorithm optimal) mutation rate 1/n, while the other half of the offspring population is sampled with mutation rate 4/n, thus flipping on average more than four times the optimal number of bits. It is therefore non-surprising that in this regime (and already before) the gradient of the average fixed-target running time curves in Figures 1 are much worse for the (1 + 50) EA r/2,2r than for the (1 + 50) EA >0 .
III. CREATING HALF THE OFFSPRING WITH OPTIMAL
MUTATION RATE The observations made in the last section inspire the design of our first algorithm, the (1 + λ) EA r,U (0,σr/n) defined via Algorithm 2. This algorithm samples half the offspring using as deterministic mutation strength the best mutation strength of the last iteration. The other offspring are sampled with a mutation rate that is sampled uniformly at random from the interval (0, σr/n). We restrict our attention in this work to the case that σ = 2, and we refer to this (1 + λ) EA r,U (0,σr/n) variant as the (1 + λ) EA half . 1 As we can see in Fig. 1 the (1 + λ) EA half significantly improves the performance in those later parts of the optimization process. Normalized total optimization times for 1 Note that smaller values of σ, e.g., σ = 1.5 would give better results in our empirical evaluations. The same effect would be observable when replacing the factor two in the (1 + λ) EA r/(2n),2r , i.e., when using a (1 + λ) EA r/(σn),σr rule with σ = 2. A detailed discussion of this effect is omitted here for reasons of space.
Algorithm 2:
The (1 + λ) EA r,U (0,σr/n) . In line 6 we denote by U (a, b) the uniform distribution in the interval (a, b). For σ = 2 we call this algorithm the (1 + λ) EA half .
1 Initialization: Sample x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random and evaluate f (x); 2 Initialize r ← r init ; // we use r init = 2; 3 Optimization: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do 4 for i = 1, . . . , λ/2 do 5 Set (i) ← r, create y (i) ← flip (i) (x), and evaluate f (y (i) ); 6 for i = λ/2 + 1, . . . , λ do 7 Sample p (i) ∼ min{U (0, σr/n), 1}, (i) ∼ Bin >0 (n, p (i) ), create y (i) ← flip (i) (x), and evaluate f (y (i) );
various problem dimensions are provided in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. It is remarkable that on LEADINGONES the (1 + λ) EA half performs better than Randomized Local Search (RLS), the elitist (1+1) algorithm flipping in each iteration exactly one uniformly chosen bit. The slightly worse gradients for target values v > n/2 (which are a consequence of randomly sampling the mutation rate instead of using mutation strength one deterministically) are compensated for by the gains made in the initial phase of the optimization process, where the EA variants benefit from larger mutation rates. On ONEMAX the performance of the (1+λ) EA half is better than that of the plain (1 + λ) EA >0 for both tested values λ = 50 and λ = 2.
We recall that it is well known that, both for ONEMAX and LEADINGONES, the optimal offspring population size in the regular (1 + λ) EA is λ = 1 [20] . A monotonic dependence Fig. 3 . By n ln(n) normalized average optimization times for ONEMAX, for n between 500 and 10 000. Displayed numbers are for n = 10 000.
of the average optimization time on λ is conjectured (and empirically observed) but not formally proven. While for ONEMAX the impact of λ is significant, the dependency on λ is much less pronounced for LEADINGONES. Empirical results for both functions and a theoretical running time analysis for LEADINGONES can be found in [4] . For ONEMAX [21] offers a precise running time analysis of the (1 + λ) EA for broad ranges of offspring population sizes λ and mutation rates p = c/n. In light of the fact that the theoretical considerations in [3] required λ = ω(1), it is worthwhile to note that for all tested problem dimensions the (1 + 2) EA r/2,2r performs better on ONEMAX than the (1+50) EA r/2,2r . Note, however, that the inverse holds for LEADINGONES, cf. Fig. 4 . For this function it seems to be important that the number of offspring allows a better estimation of the better mutation rate. We will observe the same phenomenon for all other algorithms introduced below.
IV. NORMALIZED STANDARD BIT MUTATION
In light of the results presented in the previous section, one may wonder if splitting the population into two halves is needed after all. We investigate this question by introducing the (1 + λ) EA norm. which in each iteration and for each i ∈ [λ] samples the mutation strength (i) from the normal distribution N (r, r(1−r/n)) around the best mutation strength r of the previous iteration and rounding the sampled value to the closest integer. The reasons to replace the uniform distribution U (r/n − σ, r/n + σ) will be addressed below. As before we enforce (i) ≥ 1 by re-sampling if needed, thus effectively sampling the mutation strength from the conditional distribution N >0 (r, r(1 − r/n)). Algorithm 3 summarizes this algorithm.
Note that the variance r(1 − r/n) of the unconditional normal distribution N (r, r(1 − r/n)) is identical to that of the unconditional binomial distribution Bin(n, r/n). We use the normal distribution here for reasons that will be explained in the next section. Note, however, that very similar results would be obtained when replacing in line 4 of Algorithm 3 the normal distribution N >0 (r, r(1 − r/n)) by the binomial Algorithm 3: The (1 + λ) EA norm. with normalized standard bit mutation 1 Initialization: Sample x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random and evaluate f (x); 2 Initialize r ← r init ; // we use r init = 2; 3 Optimization: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do 4 for i = 1, . . . , λ do 5 Sample (i) ∼ min{N >0 (r, r(1 − r/n)), n}, create y (i) ← flip (i) (x), and evaluate f (y (i) );
one Bin >0 (n, r/n). We briefly recall that, by the central limit theorem, the (unconditional) binomial distribution converges to the (unconditional) normal distribution. The empirical performance of the (1 + 50) EA norm. is comparable to that of the (1 + 50) EA half for both problems and all tested problem dimensions, cf. Figures 3 and 4 . Note, however, that for λ = 2 the (1 + 2) EA norm. performs worse than the (1 + 2) EA half .
A. Interpolating Local and Global Search
As discussed above, all EA variants mentioned so far suffer from the variance of the random selection of the mutation rate, in particular in the long final part of the optimization process in which the optimal mutation strength is one. We therefore analyze a simple way to reduce this variance on the fly. To this end, we build upon the (1+λ) EA norm. and introduce a counter c, which is initialized at zero. In each iteration, we check if the value of r changes. If so, the counter is re-set to zero. It is increased by one otherwise, i.e., if the value of r remains the same. We use this counter to self-adjust the variance of the normal distribution. To this end, we replace in line 4 of Algorithm 3 the conditional normal distribution N >0 (r, r(1 − r/n)) by the conditional normal distribution N >0 (r, F c r(1 − r/n)), where F < 1 is a constant discount factor. Algorithm 4 summarizes this (1 + λ) EA variant with normalized standard bit mutation and a self-adjusting choice of mean and variance.
Choice of F : We use F = 0.98 in all reported experiments. Preliminary tests suggest that values F < 0.95 are not advisable, since the algorithm may get stuck with sub-optimal mutation rates. This could be avoided by introducing a lower bound for the variance and/or by mechanisms taking into account whether or not an iteration has been successful, i.e., whether it has produced a strictly better offspring.
The empirical comparison suggests that the self-adjusting choice of the variance in the (1 + λ) EA var. improves the performance on ONEMAX further, cf. also Fig. 5 for average fixed-target results for n = 10 000. For λ = 2 the average performance is comparable to, but slightly worse than that of RLS. For LEADINGONES, the (1 + 50) EA var. is comparable in performance to the (1 + 50) EA norm. , but we observe that for λ = 2 the (1 + λ) EA var. performs better. It is the only one among all tested EAs for which decreasing λ from 50 to 2 does not result in a significantly increased running time.
V. A META-ALGORITHM WITH NORMALIZED STANDARD BIT MUTATION
In the (1 + λ) EA var. we make use of the fact that a small variance in line 5 of Algorithm 4 results in a more concentrated distribution. The variance adjustment is thus an efficient way to steer the degree of randomness in the selection of the mutation rate. It allows to interpolate between deterministic and random mutation rates. In our experimentation we do not go beyond the variance of the binomial distribution, but in principle there is no reason to not regard larger variance as well. The question of how to best determine the degree of randomness in the choice of the mutation rate has, to the best of our knowledge, not previously been addressed in the EC literature. We believe that this idea carries good potential, since it demonstrates that local search with its deterministic search radius and evolutionary algorithms with their global search radii are merely two different configurations of the same metaalgorithm, and not two different algorithms as the general Algorithm 5: The (1+λ) Meta-Algorithm with (static) normalized standard bit mutation. The RLS variant with deterministic search radius r and (1 + λ) EA using standard bit mutation with mutation rate r/n are identical to this algorithm with σ 2 = 0 and σ 2 = r(1 − r/n), respectively. 
perception might indicate. To make this point very explicit, we introduce with Algorithm 5 a general meta-algorithm, of which local search with deterministic mutation strengths and EAs are special instantiations. Note that in this meta-model we use static parameter values, variants with adaptive mutation rates can be obtained by applying the usual parameter control techniques, as demonstrated above. Of course, the same normalization can be done for similar EAs, the technique is not restricted to elitist (1 + λ)type algorithms. Likewise, the condition to flip at least one bit can be omitted, i.e., one can replace the conditional normal distribution N >0 (r, σ 2 ) in line 3 by the unconditional N (r, σ 2 ).
VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have introduced in this work normalized standard bit mutation, which replaces the binomial choice of the mutation strength in standard bit mutation by a normal distribution. This normalization allows a straightforward way to control the variance of the distribution, which can now be adjusted independently of the mean. We have demonstrated that such an approach can be beneficial when optimizing classic benchmark problems such as LEADINGONES and ONEMAX. In future work, we plan to validate our approach for the fast-GA proposed in [5] . We are confident that variance control should be beneficial for that algorithm as well.
Our work has concentrated on ONEMAX and LEADING-ONES, as two examples where the optimal mutation rate is stable for a long time. When applied in practice-where abrupt changes of the optimal mutation strengths may occur-our variance control mechanism needs to be modified so that the variance is increased if no strict progress has been observed for a sufficiently long period. We plan to investigate this question by studying concatenated jump-functions, i.e., functions for which one mutation strength is optimal for some significant number of iterations, followed by a situation in which a much larger number of bits need to be flipped in order to make progress, similar to the "hurdle" functions defined in [22] . Related to the point made in the last paragraph, we also note that the parameter control technique which we applied to adjust the mean of the sampling distribution for the mutation strength has an extremely short learning period, since we simply use the best mutation strength of the last iteration as mean for the sampling distribution of the next iteration. For more rugged fitness landscapes a proper learning, which takes into account several iterations, should be preferable.
We recall that multi-dimensional parameter control has not received much attention in the EC literature for discrete optimization problems [1] , [2] . Our work falls into this category, and we have demonstrated a simple way to separate the control of the mean from that of the variance of the mutation strength distribution. We hope that our work inspires more research in this direction, since practical EAs tend to have many different parameters that need to be adjusted during the optimization process.
Finally, another avenue for further work is provided by the meta-algorithm presented in Section V, which demonstrates that RLS and EAs can be seen as two configurations of the same meta-algorithm. Parameter control offers the possibility to interpolate between these algorithms. Given the significant advances in the context of algorithm configuration witnessed by the EC and machine learning communities, we believe that such meta-models carry significant potential to exploit and profit from advantages of different heuristics. 
